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We present a novel needle-based device for the measurement of refractive index and scattering using lowcoherence interferometry. Coupled to the sample arm of an optical coherence tomography system, the device
detects the scattering response of, and optical path length through, a sample residing in a fixed-width channel. We report use of the device to make near-infrared measurements of tissues and materials with known
optical properties. The device could be used to exploit the refractive index variations of tissue for medical
and biological diagnostics accessible by needle insertion. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 170.4500, 110.2350, 290.3030.

Optical contrast is increasingly being exploited in the
localization and evaluation of diseased tissue. Interferometric detection techniques such as lowcoherence interferometry (LCI) and optical coherence
tomography (OCT) have been used in medicine and
biology to visualize structural features. These techniques use broadband near-infrared light to noninvasively penetrate up to several millimeters into dense
tissue and provide real time depthwise mapping of
backscattered light with spatial resolution approaching that of light microscopy.
LCI and OCT perform sensitive measurements of
axial optical path length (OPL), a fact that has been
exploited to measure refractive indices in bulk
tissues.1–3 Techniques using modified OCT systems
have been developed to image the refractive index
(RI). Projected index computed tomography computationally reconstructs the RI by measuring the displacement of a known reference within the sample at
multiple angular and lateral positions.4 Bifocal optical coherence refractometry maps the RI of a sample
by scanning a pair of foci along the sample depth and
measuring the OPL between them.5 Though these interferometric RI measurement and imaging techniques may be suited for in vivo imaging, their penetration depth is limited to that of OCT and LCI. To
apply OCT and LCI to tissues deep within a patient,
interferometric forward sensing devices have been
developed for use in conjunction with catheters, endoscopes, and needles.6–8 To our knowledge, however,
no forward sensing device has demonstrated RI measurement capabilities.
The RI variations present within tissue are known
to hold diagnostic significance. Among subcellular
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structures, for instance, the RI varies by up to ⌬n
⬇ 0.11.9,10 These variations may potentially yield indicators of disease state, since morphological changes
occur in these structures during the progression of
many diseases. One potential application is breast
tumor detection. Recent research indicates that significant RI variations exist between the adipose tissue comprising the majority of the breast and cancerous or epithelial structures of diagnostic interest.11
Therefore RI measurement may be a means of rejecting fat tissue, thereby reducing the high nondiagnostic sampling rate12 of routine needle biopsy procedures.
We have constructed a prototype needle-based device for the measurement of RI and depth-resolved

Fig. 1. Needle-based refractive index measurement probe.
(a) Illustrations of the needle housing design and photograph of the prototype. (b) OCT-coupled optical fiber probe
showing the beam path geometry. fg, fiber groove; f, ferrule;
s, metal sleeve; g, GRIN lens; p, right-angle prism; w, window; tc, tissue channel; r, reflective surface.
© 2007 Optical Society of America
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scattering (Fig. 1 ). It is designed to direct tissue into
a narrow channel (tc, 0.98 mm wide) as the needle
(4.7 mm diameter) is inserted. Light from the sample
arm of an OCT system is transmitted through the tissue channel and backreflected from a reflective surface 共r兲. In this implementation, light is introduced
via a single-mode fiber (SMF-28) probe located in a
groove 共fg兲 along the side of the needle. The microoptics attached to the end of the fiber are similar to
those used in side-imaging endoscopic OCT devices.13
They consist of a ferrule and gradient index (GRIN)
lens (DiCon Fiberoptics, Richmond, California) cemented to the polished fiber end, weakly focusing
(working distance= 4.4 mm, NA= 0.02) across the
channel. The optical cement (Norland Products,
Cranbury, New Jersey) window provides a seal between the tissue channel and fiber groove. The fiber
and micro-optics are fastened and sealed in the
groove with layers of epoxy and silicone to ensure a
watertight seal. The probe was connected to a
spectral-domain OCT system employing a superluminescent diode source (o = 1310 nm, ⌬ = 91 nm, B&W
Tek, Newark, Delaware), an optical circulator with a
5:95 splitter (Gould Technology, Millersville, Maryland), and a line scan camera (SU1024LE, Sensors
Unlimited, Princeton, New Jersey) capable of acquiring 10,000 scan lines/s with a signal-to-noise ratio of
105 dB while exposing the sample to ⬃6 mW of incident power.
The axial position of an object in an OCT image is
dependent upon the OPL. For normal incidence, the
OPL to a reflector positioned behind a heterogeneous
sample is related to the group RI, ng共z兲, of the sample
along the optical beam path by
OPL⬜ =
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where l is the physical reflector position and z is the
direction of propagation. When the physical reflector
position is known, the mean group RI of a sample is
given by
ng =
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l
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Deviations from normal incidence at the window–
tissue interface may result in refraction and an RIdependent lateral shift of incident position at the
tissue–reflector interface. The ratio of the normal
OPL 共OPL⬜兲 to the refracted OPL 共OPLref兲 is given by
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OPLref
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where n1 and n2 are the phase RIs of the optical window and tissue, respectively, and 1 and 2 are the respective (clockwise) deviations of the window–tissue
and tissue–reflector interfaces from normal incidence. These tilts produce a nonlinear response in

Fig. 2. Average of 400 axial scans of silicone fluid and
glycerin. Axial position of the reflector 共r兲 depends on the
refractive index of the sample contained between the
sample–window interface 共w2兲 and r. Thin silicone layer
w1-w2 is also visible. Inset: calibration of relative reflector
position to refractometer measurements.

the OPLref versus RI curve that may yield inaccurate
results if data are analyzed based on Eq. (2). However for interface angles below 10°, the linearity of
the needle response is within 0.5% when 1.3⬍ n2
⬍ 1.6.
Since the exact beam geometry is difficult to measure in this device, calibration spanning the range of
tissue RIs was undertaken with clear solutions of water, silicone fluid, ethylene glycol, and glycerin. A
transmission refractometer14 at 1310 nm was used to
measure the displacement of a collimated beam
through each liquid at a single incident angle. Determined from air and water [n = 1.322 at 1310 nm (Ref.
15)] measurements, the incident angle was used to
find RI via Snell’s Law. The needle calibration is
shown in Fig. 2. The RI error bars are due to beam
position and sample width measurement uncertainties and the reflector position error bars indicate the
standard deviation. Differences between phase and
group RI may contribute a small deviation, which is
not included here. A linear fit to the data yielded a
good match 共r2 = 0.98兲, enabling measurement of
samples within the calibrated range.
To demonstrate measurement of scattering
samples, Intralipid and fresh chicken muscle, liver,
skin, and fat tissues were analyzed. Representative
axial scans from several samples are shown in Fig. 3.
The axial positions of the window–tissue and tissue–
reflector interface reflections were found by determining the optimal Gaussian fit to the boundary responses in each axial scan. Note that alternatively w1
could be utilized for calibration and analysis if w2
cannot accurately be detected, e.g., due to strong
sample scattering. The RI of the sample was found by
measuring the channel OPL and applying the linear
fit from calibration. Table 1 shows the average RI values calculated from 400 total axial scans recorded at
two locations in each sample. These values are consistent with previously reported values for various
animal and human tissues.15,16 The relatively higher
standard deviations in skin and fat are likely due to
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sample heterogeneity. Multipatient studies are necessary to verify the full utility of in vivo human tissue RI measurements.
Future work includes miniaturizing this device for
in vivo use. Core needle biopsy devices have a diameter of approximately 0.9 mm (e.g., Easy Core 20G,
Boston Scientific, Natick, Massachusetts), which requires a significant decrease in the tissue channel
size. A trade-off exists between the channel width l
and RI resolution ⌬n given by ⌬n = n / 共1 + l / lc兲, where
lc is the source coherence length. A miniaturized
probe with a channel width of 0.6 mm would have
⌬n = 0.019 when the source from this experiment is
used to measure tissue with n = 1.4; a source with lc
= 3.0 m would yield ⌬n = 0.007. Such miniaturization of the needle housing may require microfabrication techniques, and the dimensions involved are
within current capabilities. Custom manufacturing
and alignment may also be required for the optical
components. In particular, the GRIN lens and microprism are not widely available at appropriate sizes
but could be replaced by multimode optical fiber17
and a right-angled reflective element.

Fig. 3. Averaged axial scan responses of Intralipid and
chicken tissue. Scattering from the sample is visible between w2 and r. w1, window layers interface; w2, tissue–
window interface; r, tissue–reflector interface.
Table 1. Refractive Index Values of Intralipid and
Chicken Tissue Measured with the Prototype
Needle Devicea

Sample
Intralipid 5%
Intralipid 10%
Muscle
Liver
Skin
Fat
a

Refractive Index
Mean ± Standard
Deviation

Previously Reported
Refractive Index

1.333± 0.024
1.351± 0.009
1.399± 0.013
1.410± 0.014
1.424± 0.022
1.450± 0.014

1.33 (Ref. 15)
1.34 (Ref. 15)
1.40-1.41 (Ref. 16)
1.37-1.39 (Ref. 16)
1.37-1.42 (Ref. 15)
1.46 (Ref. 16)

The values are compared with published values of Intralipid
共1310 nm兲 and human, canine, porcine, and bovine tissue
共633– 1310 nm兲.
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated a needlebased technique for measuring RI and scattering and
tested it with scattering phantoms and tissues. Although the prototype is larger than desirable for use
in vivo, we have demonstrated the feasibility of this
needle design. Its measurement capabilities may be
useful in a variety of biological and clinical applications.
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